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Tutor for the Banjo 
by 

OTTO LANGEY. 

RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC. 

Before the student can commence to play on any instrument, it is necessary that he should 
be acquainted with the rudiments of Notation. 

The musical signs which indicate pitch and duration of a musical sound, are called Notes, 

figured thus: o J J J'1 etc. 

They are named after seven letters of the alphabet; C. D. E. F. G. A. B., and are writ¬ 

ten on, between, above or below five parallel lines, ■■ ■; called the Staff, the 
names of which are determined by Clefs, placed on different lines. 

For the Banjo only the treble or G clef is used, which is placed on the second line. 

% i a--3--= The names of the notes on the five lines are 

between the lines or spaces 

£ E and the four 
E G B D F 

of the two above and below the lines 

D 
G 

FACE 
These eleven notes being too limited, in order to signify higher or deeper 

sounds, leger lines have to be added, above- arid belov the staff. 

Notes of the leger 
lines above the staff 

- n 
' • A B CD 

i*- f- 

. Notes of the leger 
. lines below the staff. 

E F G A 
C B A G 

etc. 

Full Table of the above Notes. 

Notes may be of longer or shorter Duration, which is shown by the peculiar form of 

each note. 

Example. _ 
etc. 

Whole Note. Half Quarter Eighth Sixteenth Thirty-Second 

Several of the latter three specimens 

combined may also be written 

Banjo 

Eighths Sixteenths Thirty-Seconds 
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Comparative Table of the Relative Value of Notes. 

1 
Whole Note 

2 
Halfs 

4 
Quarters 

8 
Eighths 

16 
Sixteenths 

32 
Thirty Seconds 

MEASURES AND BARS. 

Notes are arithmetically divided into Measures, marked by one or two lines drawn across 
the staff, called bars. 

One line is placed after each measure, and each measure contains the same number or 
value of notes; each measure must last precisely the same length of time. At the end of a 

part of a composition two lines | or a Double Bar is placed, and if either two or four dots 
:||: are found by the side of the double bar, the whole part from the preceding double bar, or 
if there is no earlier double bar, then from the beginning of the piece, is to be plaved again. 
This is called a Repeat. 

RESTS. 

Instead of a note a Rest of an equal value can be placed. 

Rest for a Whole Note; ffai'/■, Quarter-, Eighth; Sixteenth; Thirty-Second. 

DOTS. 

A Dot placed after any note, J? . ^ 
increases its value one half. Thus.- ^==1S 

Two dots placed after a note 
increase its value one half and a quarter, or 

--—is equal to 

Banjo 



TRIPLETS, DOUBLE TRIPLETS AND GROUPS. 
3 

Triplets are market by a 3 being put over a group of three notes. 

Double Triplets are market by a 6 being put over a group of six notes. That means.- 

Three Quarter Notes marked thus must be played in the same time as two 

Quarters 

not so marked. 

not so marked; or six Eighths 

five seven_ 

There are also groups of 

like four Eighths :*-f-EE 

r f f -f F.f- notes, etc: 

TIME. 

In order to know how many Quarters, Eighths or Sixteenths a measure contains, special, 
figures are placed at the beginning of a movement. 

Single common Times. 

TABLE OF TIMES. 

Compound common Times. Single triple Times. Compound triple Times. 

When a line is drawn through the C thus 0 it is called alia breve, and two must be 
counted in a measure. 



4 SCALES. 

The ladder-like succession of eight sounds, starting from any note and ascending or 
descending by tones and semitones in regular order, is called a Scale-, and each note of a 
Scale is called a Degree. 

Between these eight degrees there are seven intervals or distances, five of which are 
whole tones and two semitones. 

There are two principal kinds of scales, termed Major and Minor, whose ascension 
or descension is diatonical; i. e., in tones and semitones, and a third kind, whose ascension 
or descension is chromatical; i. e., only in semitones. 

For the present only the Major Scale will be treated upon. 
In the major scale the semitones are situated between the third and fourth and the 

seventh and eighth degrees of the scale. 

Example. 

Each diatonic scale derives its name from the name of the note on the first degree, 
or the root. 

There are twelve major and twelve minor scales; but not to burden the student with 
their combinations, only the scale of C major will be used for the present. 

The distance from one note to another is called an Interval. 
Two notes placed on the same degree do not produce any interval; they are said to 

be in Unison. 
The intervals are. named as follows:= the Second, the Third, the Fourth, the Fifth, 

the Sixth, the Seventh and the Octave. 

Example.. 
Degrees. 

1_2_3_4_5_6 

I i j i J J — 

Second, Third, . Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, 

_7_8_ 

r r 
Seventh, Octave. 

Let the pupil learn the following notes by heart. 

±.======j p>.p- r>-P~- ■■■ mmmm 

*=%: t 4 i =5 
^ T T, n E 

-eJ 
E 

=33 
F 

O- - P -.j 
GAB C D E F 

. .U 
j A B 

Read. 
—(j-1-T-1-1-- -f f-f.* - ■ ■ 1 i ; ■ ■ 1 _l._n 

.{•• 0 4-^ * I 1. -:—1—1w \ d—» J. J. 11 
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SHARPS. 5 

A Scale may be formed on any note, but in order to produce semitones between the third 

and fourth and the seventh and eighth degrees in any other but the scale of C major it is 
necessary to employ certain characters, which raise, depress or restore the pitch of any 

note of the scale. , . .. .. . 
One of these characters is called the Sharp® which, prefixed to a note, raises its pitch 

The number of sharps employed in a scale depends upon which note the scale is founded. 

The Sharps succeed each other in the following order. 
1 2 3 4 5 .6 

sharp, C sharp, G sharp, D sharp, A sharp, E sharp, B sharp. 

Thus it will be seen that if one sharp is employed it must be prefixed to F, consequent¬ 

ly. the pitch of all Fs in that piece must be raised half a tone. 
When two sharps are employed, all Fs and Cs must be raised, and with three sharps 

all Fs, Cs and Gs. ’ ... 
The sharps marked at the commencement are called the signature, while any wincn 

are marked in the course of the composition are called accidentals. 

TABLE OF SIGNATURES OF SHARP KEYS. 

Number of Sharps. 

Names of the Keys. 

FLATS. 

A flat (!>) prefixed to a note depresses its sound half a tone. They succeed each other 

in the following order: 

B flat, E'flat, A flat, D flat, G flat, C flat, F flat. 

The same rule concerning Signature as with sharps is to be observed here. 

TABLE OF SIGNATURES OF FLAT KEYS. 

Number of Flats. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Names of Keys. 

THE NATURAL. 

In order to restore a note, the sound of which has been raised by a sharp (#) or depressed 

by a flat (!>), a Natural 0j) is employed, which restores it to its natural sound. 

Thus 

F sharp 

raised by a sharp, is re¬ 
stored by the natural |jsp= 

F natural 

to its original 
sound; or: 

B flat B natural, etc. 
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THE MANNER OF HOLDING THE BANJO. 

Sit in an easy, upright position, neither too high nor too low, the Banjo resting on the 
front of the right thigh, the neck inclined upward and a little forward, resting in the fork 
of the left hand, between the thumb and forefinger; the thumb under the neck, though it 

has no fixed position. Elevate the elbow a little, thus enabling the fingers to stop the 
strings with ease. 

The right forearm should rest on the rim, about four inches from the tailpiece. Partly 
close the hand, with the nail of the first finger resting on the 1st string, the thumb a lit- 
le curved, and resting on the fifth string. The position of the fingers is never changed. 

The first finger should project a little from the others, and the thumb can be moved at 
pleasure. 

When not playing rapid passages, the right hand may be supported by the third and 
fourth, or the fourth finger only, resting on the vellum near the bridge, as shown below. 

Position of Right Hand. Position of Left Hand. 

STRINGS ON THE BANJO. 

The Banjo has five Strings, which are raised or lowered by means of pegs to the tone 
required, as explained on the next page. 

4th String 3d Str 2d str. ist str. 5th str. 

The 5th string will always be specially marked by an extra upward tail added 
to it i. 

For B, the first string, use a thin string manufactured expressly for the instrument. 
For G#, the second string, use a thin violin E. 
For E, the third string, use a thin violin A. 

For A,the fourth or bass string, use the expressly manufactured silver string. 
For E, octave or thumb string, same as for B first string. 

Banjo 



TUNING THE BANJO. 

Begin with the 4th 0r Bass string and tnne to A below the stave. An A*) tuning fork 
will beg a great assistance to a beginner. Stop the 4* string at the 
tune the 3d string in unison. Then stop the 3d string at the 4th fret and tune the 2d string 
in unison. Then stop the 2d string at the 3d fret, and tune the 1st string m unison. T 
ston the lst string at the 5th fret, and tune the short, or 5th string in unison. 

It will be found that when two strings are in exact unison, by sounding one of them a 

nercentible vibration will be observed in the other. \ 
P The following little diagram will illustrate the way of tuning. The numbers by the dots(*) 

indicate how the strings are consecutively to be tuned. 

A E G|B 

X 

Signs for fingering of both 

RIGHT HAND. 

for the thumb 
„ >, first finger 

>> second >> 
„ » third » 

0 
1 
2 
3 

4 

Hands. (Guitar Style.) 

LEFT HAND, 

for an open string 
for the first finger 
„ „ second » 
„ „ third » 
» >> fourth „ 

STRINGS AND FRETS. 

In the first exercises the strings to be used will be indicated by their names, while 
the frets will be mentioned by numbers, like 1st 2d 3d etc. To give further facility in gaming 
a quick knowledge of chords and the positions on the fingerboard, small diagrams commencing 
with the nut of the fingerboard will be given, and each little circle (O) on the frets will have 
the finger marked, with which to take the note. All open strings will have no number. 

Picking and Striking the Strings. (Right Hand.) 

There are two Styles of playing the Banjo: Picking or Guitar Style, and striking or 

BaTickingis used in playing nearly if not all kinds of music. Striking is much more ef¬ 
fective in playing marches, especially if accompanied by an orchestra. For the .drawing 
room the striking is rather noisy, but nevertheless it is well to understand both styles 

of playing. % 

*) Most Banjo players now tune the Banjo to a higher pitch, which gives the sound of the strings more.brillan- 

cy. The fourth string is usually tuned to C (by a tuning fork in C) and the real s"un^sd °! gthe{sf 
following the method of tuning as described above) will then become= 3<5 string G; 2 string B, 1 Jtrnig D, 
and the 5th string G. Yet the Banjo player plays his music as written, but when another instrument,pitch„dl in C, 
accompanies him then the accompanist has to transpose. Most music in Duet form is already published that way. 
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. X . X 
One two three four 

x • • x • ” * 7 • x 

Count three in the measure. 

X x 
Count One two three 



m\ 

0 
■1 ail 

mm\ 

O 

By examining the fingerboard it will be found that the distance from one fret to anoth 
er is malf a tone; that is, the scale thus running is chromatic. The distance ol tw 
constitutes a whole tone. 

The Chromatic Scale as written in Notes. 

Ascending by Sharps. 

Z n *<st Id 3d n4th 5th 6th 
Frets\ 0 1st ^. 

L_0n the 4th String. 

Cfeth StringJL 

Fingers \ 4 

ist String. 

2 . 1 
Descending by Flats 

A 3 2 I 1 4 4 . 3 

gl I, ....—I i— ' ' ' ' 1 — I l( --3 

18th 17th 16th 15th Ufh 13th loth gth 8th 7lh gth H ^ sWn&J 

l—---- “ 1 „ «-».•> o 4 n 
4 3.2 1 o a \ A 3 2 1 0 4 3 2 3 2_ 

4 -11 
«T 4th 3d 2d ist 0 ~2d 1st O H3d ts o ^ gth^th 3d 2d 1st 0 I 

I_ist string_II—2d String—II—3d String-^ 0 Ath string___1 

From the foregoing Scale will be gathered that acme strings wfen ptyinfa 
before reaching the next open string, espeoiaHy the . , the bridge ^nto high- 
“diatonic” seal!, different fingering and a shifting of the hand towards the onage mio mg 

er frets will be necessary. 

THE SLUR OR SLIDE. 

The notes 
can also be played 

with a slur 

0 ad 4th 5th 4th 2d 0 B Cf 
that is- the B is struck first and the second finger moves to the jith fret for C# whic 

and while the string is in vibration putting another finger down. 
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Exercises with Dotted Notes. 

When a slur connects two notes on the same degree only the first note is struck and 
then both are sustained to their full value. 

Pa t -„ IMBKBS 5# JL*A» V ff» mmm r jcws* a a 

■ il 

The Barre. 

To make a Barre, place the first finger of the left hand firmly across the width of the 
fingerboard. 

Positions. 

The frets on the fingerboard also indicate different positions. For example: When the 
position of the left hand is near the nut so that the first finger presses down the first fret 

t0 Play in.the lSt position. - By moving one fret higher so that the first finger takes 
the 2 tret, it is said to play in the 2d position. So each fret upwards indicates a separate 
position, and they are marked in consecutive numbers. 
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Scales and Chords in different Keys, partly illustrated by diagrams 

Seale of A Major. 
. Fjngerl g 4 0 2 0 1, 0 2 4 Ofc 1- » 19- 

1 . 3 

5 \ 0 2d 0 iS 0 2d 3d , 0 7th 9th loth 
Frets 0 2d 4th 5 ^ j |_2d ^ _| |_ist Str._| |_5th S J i_l«t Str- 

L_4th String_I 

^31 
4 2 0 1 0 2 0 4_2 2 0 

10th 9th 7th 0 3d 2d 0 1st 0 2d 0 5th ^th Jd n 
11,3th s.J List Str—_J L_2dStr._J L3dStr.J [__4th Str.__^ 

Chords. 

The Nut — 

Open Strings rc 
f- 
—C V- 

j _ 1 I Si
 

■il 
[ 



I 

■r mum mm ■r mm ■■■■- mm 

The Snap 

Is executed by pulling the string with the finger of the left hand, and is indicated by a 
half circle thus A The finger for the following note below should be held firmly on 
the string, unless the following note be on an open string.— The Snap and the Slur are 
often used alternately. 

Snap. Slur and Snap combined. 

RATTLESNAKE JIG. 
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The x lower 
two X notes 
are here struck 
with the thumb 

3 4a 

The Guitar Style. 

All the previous exercises should he played in the Guitar style,that is,picking the strings with the 
fleshy tip of the fingers, and mostly resting the little finger on the parchment about two inches 
from the hridge.lt is,however,of great service to begin early with the 

Banjo Style 

which is executed close to the bridge, by striking one or several strings downwards with the nail 
of the first finger or the thumb. This style will always be specially mentioned. In the first exer¬ 
cises the striking of the first finger will he indicated with a D while the thumb will, as here¬ 
tofore, be marked x. In order to make this style more noisy a thimble of metal is used, placed on 
the first finger.Close the hand partly,so that the little finger touches the palm. 

Only use the Is* finger and thumb of the right hand. 

Banjo Style. 

Bai 
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MINOR SCALES. 

Every major scale has its relative minor,the root note of which is to be fo*nd ™ ^VscafesThe6 
of the major scale.Both scales hear the same signature.There are two kinds of minor scales, 
Harmonic and the Melodic form,of which the latter will now be explained,viz: 
The ascending1 of the melodic minor scale differs from the descending, the former haying its s * 

and seventh raised by accidentals not essential to the key. In ascending,semitones are situated behreen 
the se7ondand tMand the seventh and eighth degrees, and in descending between the sixth and 

fifth and the third and second degrees. 

Scale of A minor. 
Without Signature.Relative to C major. 

Tone I Semitone I Tone Tone 

3 
/istDegree \ / 2d \ 

- f ^ 

Tone I Tone I Semitone 

»i »r r 
3d \ /4th\ /5th \ /6th /7th\ /8th\ 

Tone 
■fb 

Tone I Semitone I Tone 

=- 

Tone [Semitone I Tone 

/8 th \ /7th\ ,6th\ /5th\ /4th \ /3d 

BE 

/gd\ ;'ist Degree';. 

Table of minor keys with their relation to major. 

Seale of F# minor. 
(related to A major.) 

Fingers 

n 2d 4th 6th 7th - 5th 3d 

5th Position a ' 
a 3 2= 

Frets 2d 0 1st 0 2d 4th 6th 7th 
3d 2d 0 1st 0 

Banjo 
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jfcThis sign| indicates that the notes shall he played harp=like. 
Banjo 



Scale of A major with additional notes in the higher positions. 

MORGENRLATTER WALTZ. 
JOH. STRAUSS. 

5th Pos  „ arranged. 





* 
Banjo 

■■
M

l 
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CLYDE SIDE LASSES. REEL. 

arranged. 

__ At tai#—Q—— 
r-^ =hFR 

—1 rx 
X 

PF 
,-_rv—\ 
- i - j 

* - * -1 . J3SZ irrxr r F 1 * d 9 _ 9 m 111: J r \v]T J_L_ I _9 ... 3 d 9 m ^ ^ _. 9 _ 9 J 
C7 

.a* ip 
x 
o ( 

•• ^ 

J~1 o'~3 1 'o 

< •• : X 

i rr h 
cP i i 4 

T-T-l °T i n — i 'o a o~i o a '4 
1 J l 1 ■ i 71I 1 I T I T ^ "it # r i i i ^ V li_1 J_L 1 » m w n -f/N IT n 4 2 J J r: ^ !__ 9.1" .... m -j- j 1 g M "... '~A I 1 w ^ * d J -i 11 

A' ) * • ^ —•—* - p - -^-P-.. —( - 9 0 _•.... . . U 

HHe 
1 —-— 
-J0.— 

4 

ff# 

4- a , . 
3 1 b 1 3 

=M 

X 
1 i 0 a o 
1 ..: . "—rrrrr. 
~m-m-an —- —-4-—- — 

'i (f~a 4 

__^-P_g-d 
jh:„ . 

< " x Jr" 

-10- 

X 

'S- i 

afi 

LJ—i- 

Lji, 
3 1 
• P jP-p 

hLmbJmbJ 1 -■- ^ '1 
X 

thfX-X-, 
-p-10— 

X 

ds 
1 0 

ft 

f=f=:=i^,J=£± 

iH 0 3 1 4 

nJTO.tv 

S 

*-- 

EF=> 

^ | 
XH 11 ' 
i) X •• x W< X .rF -—■ 

—• > c • 
j - ^ 1 

POP GOES THE WEASEL. 

Allegro. 1 arranged. 

si- L 1 L X 
n l i—k~r~f ■m 

X sl,^ 
—-t—i—-\-T-'i—:— i— K i" ' K-iH55^"--—t—rr - ■ r _K 1 ■ 1 ■ . nnnj i m m ^ i *d ■ _«i_M X -A— Tin. IT " o _ 1 J J 1 m i j J W / 1 BZJUi 1 J 1 . 1 ^ / 1 m ■ 1 a w 1 7-33 

w 
<•» W S P • 

s/ • y 
X=i .p ' p w * 'w -w p.Jj- 4_.* * g 

2dEos. 
h* L h 4 •j' 4 3 h*t _ 

X 
1 0. 1 1 0" 134^ 

1 X 
J_h 0_ 

^ rj? sran 'VV 2 0 ^ m 1 ■ A • .. .-_,__J 
Tf r m • HW1 F m \ .. i R # r 1 X □EZg 1 ~Q 4 ^ ). .. _ftc_J 
TM 11 • n«i m p J— 1 r / r /“ m i 71 1 ■tii 1 j 1 i* J 7 .., — gl_ ^ • /] 
^ / 1 IITT i' 1 iLI^ 

“1 J—h-^-L 
i-.f- r . .'...-zxi^ 

♦ 

“—< 1 

x 

McJFLANAGAN’S JIG. (IRISH.) 

44. 
snap slur 

o a o o z~ 

sr« ii- w§ ^ 

•4- & 
4 3 0 

P P 

sS- 
s, 

H^=== M- - ■ " W ' ■ fg - 

Banjo 
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EXERCISES IN OCTAVES 
DREAM WALTZ. 

27 

Play the Octaves on the 4th& is* String. OTTO LANGEY. 
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THEME. 
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arranged. 

GABOON VOLANGE . 

4th Pos. 
ft 0 P. K arranged. 

■ i«i j—»r 

r/y;»’wiwfcikwi—ivy j—k—s| 

l»tt«jg:S!r jj» S»'-tt 5- S’ 5- SS 5' 

:j'ii— ir MM jS«ia>JSS«^n« ST 
m ■■■■—ri U»^4 Ml 

>PY?i 





Various exercises of playing in the Banjo Style. 
The Hammer movement: Strike downwards with first finger and support the same with the tip of the 
thumb. 

" FTTn DDD D BDD.BBDBB 
1 • * * 

(The D signifies a down stroke with Is* finger) 
D D D D 

D D 
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MARCH. 
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THE TREMOLO. 

The tremolo is produced by the rapid reiteration of a note,either on one or several strings.lt 

serves to enhance a melody, especially when it is composed of long notes. It is executed by resting 

the fore-arm upon the rim and hy supporting the hand with the second finger (often thei thir a so 

which rest upon the head. The wrist is well arched outward in such a manner that it admits ot a 
free and rapid motion for the forefinger,with the tip of wich the tremolo is produced The notes 

with the stem downwards are intended for the accompaniment;they are s}™ck with the thum . 
The tremolo notes on the fourth and fifth string are produced with the thumb.The abbreviation 

of the tremolo is trem.or with lines drawn across the stems, g g_ 

Tremolo exercises 

Practice slowly at first. 
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WALTZ. 

The notes with stems turned up are to he played tremolo,the others with the thumb. 

trem. 
i i i 

r ■ i i TT T 1 , 

THE DRUM TREMOLO. 

Is a movement often used with fine effect. The fingers must he extended and pressed close togeth¬ 
er, facing the strings; then,while holding the hand,wrist and fore.arm quite rigid,strike the strings 
as rapidly as the music requires, hut each time raising the hand instantly from the strings again. 
This is a very elastic movement. 

Example. _ 
HHi asn 
'WLimmr 
'CMl* ■mi 1 

Banjo 



HARMONICS. 
Harmonic sounds are produced by touching the strings lightly with the finger above certain 

frets; then pull the string lightly with the corresponding finger of the right hand and remove the 

finger of the left hand quickly,when a bell-like sound will result. Some harmonics sound clearer 
than others,which is especially the case with those on the 12th fret.The harmonics are marked 

with a O above the notes. Frequently the 4th(A) string is tuned a note higher to B;that is,one oc¬ 

tave lower than the first string. In the diagram given here both harmonic sounds which result from 

the 4th string either in A orB are given ;those in B are enclosed : i 

Banjo 







CHORDS OF OTHER KEYS. 
G major. 

3<lBarre_—-——-—- 

E minor (related to G major) 

C major. 
3<i Barre . 1st Barre 3^ Barre 



A minor (related to C major) 

D minor (related to F major) 
5th Barr e___ 

major. 
lstBarre , 3dPos 

i 



G minor (related to B^major) 

2d Pos. -- 3dBarre 

G$ minor (related to B major) 
a 3d POS. 

Otii.iirti. _ i- JT PUTTjf . »|_ 

* 
1 -T-Fmfh 

4^hBarre 

I7H3JE ±r- 



Selection of melodies in the 1< 

A 



H.
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ACCOMPANIMENTS. 

The Banjo is a favorite instrument for accompanying songs, therefore a selection of Songs with 
Banjo accompaniment is here given. 

Betsy, the Buttermans daughter. 

&. D. FOX. 

Voice. 

81. 
Banjo. 

Vnnw a. mfl.n who’s made a, name. Its naint_ed on a shut.ter. And 
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Chorus. 

2. 
She makes the butter into pats, 

So nice, and neat, and natty, 
And she can note the sharps and flats 

As well as Madam Patti. 
She sings a counter alto so 

As I sing , tenor easy, 
I said to her, Ill marry U, 

If you will, Madam Greasy. 
There’s a beautiful blue, etc. 

3. 
I asked her father for her hand, 

I sai^d I’d like to wed her, 
He said/'You’re poor, I understand, 

Young man, it’s not to Cheddar!” 
“i love her for herself alone,” 

I said, “its not for Mammon”. 
He pointed to a bacon hone, 

And said,“Young man, that’s gammon” 
There’s a beautiful blue, etc. 

4. 
The man of lard was very hard, 

He said he’d keep his honey; 
A butterman is hut a man, 

And he was fond of money! 
But when he saw her love for me, 

He said he wouldn’t cross it, 
And like a true born Brittany, 

Decided to indorse it. 
There’s a beautiful blue,etc. 

Banjo 



(Spoken) Yer know beauty ain’t everything.or else I should have had a chance* you know what 
the bloke says about beauty’s only skin deep’ well, there (pointing to some one in the company) 

’Ere, you know Bill. He’s right enough, ain’t he? Well . 

Banjo 
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Chorus. 

/C\ 

2. He don’t get up too early cos he’s partial to his bed; 
He don’t believe in work so much, he says it ’urts ’is ’ed 5 
But at the lat and Compasses he d spend his only brown, 
And at moppin’up the booze there aint his equal in the town. 
(Spoken) i’ll lay a thousand dollars to a pot of marmalade 
there aint a better judge of malt liquors in the State nor what 
Bill is. ’Ere you know Bill. He can shift it, can’t he? I tell yer 

He’s all right etc. 

3. He’s seed a deal of life, has Bill, although he’s in his prime; 
He’s had his bit of trouble, aiid he’s done his bit of time. 
He never round upon a pal, unless it filled his kick, 
And Ive known him land a cop once on the boko with a brick. 
(Spoken) I tell yer, you don’t half know what the man can do! 

He’s all right etc. 

Banjo 



THE ROMANY RYE. 

Moderato. 
WEEKS. 

rjfijjimiMi 

Dwel . lers in ci _ tie 
Life ’mongthehous.es 

for a wage, 
onewith gloom, 

Gold could not 
Soon . er than 

mmmm mwm 

such a cage 
me the tomb 

on the com . mon, be . 
in the o . pen there 

the blue sky. 
I and die, 

is so free as the 
not to fet _ ter the 

ma. ny 
ma. ny 
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WHEN OTHER LIPS. 
BALFE. 

When o - ther lips and o _ ther hearts their tales of love shall 
When cold.ness or de _ ceit shall slight the beau.ty now they 

language whose ex _ cess im . parts 
deem it but a fa . ded light 

the powr they feel 
which burns with _ in 

r/F.i 

Of days that have as hap. py been, And youll re _ mem. her 
In such a mo. ment I but ask That youll re _ mem. her 

r , Y w i- 

And youll re . mem.ber= youll re.mem 
That you’ll re _ meni-ber=you’ll re.inem 

Banjo 
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WILL YOU BE MINE, PRETTY BIRD. 
Off AS. GODFREY. 

!■ r..wiMaii 
« ■ 

Tell me, is it not absurd To address a girl as Tottie? Is the word a 

■ ny j——■.» 

prop.erword Or a term a sage would pick? Fops and Cads I ve late.ly heard 

l/l'X'l 

Seem to he all go _ ing "dottie Girls they meet they call their sweet, Or else their lit-tie 

"■—Til 

pret.ty dick! Stead of salt from eith.er pocket If they wish to catch a stray, 

They pro.duce a dia.mond lock.et, And to lit . tie hir - die say 

Banjo 



2. 
My old uncle Captain Jones, 

Went and bougnt a bow and arrow, 
Hearing notes of silvery tones 

Next to where he did reside-, 
He commenced by throwing stones, 

Till at last he caught Miss Sparrow, 
Then said he,“Oh! fly with me, 

And be my little birdie bride! 
Then without a single word, he 

Saw Miss Sparrow fly away, 
But he followed little birdie, 

And upon his knees did say— 
Will you be mine? etc. 

3. 
When Miss Sparrow did consent 

She was dressed in bran new feathers; 
Straight away to church they went, 

Happy as two girls could be; 
But when all the cash was spent, 

And they had to face all weathers, 
One cold day she flew away 

And left poor uncle “up a^ree’. 
Though the best of birds hed thought her, 

He was told oft after dark, 
A bad birdie came to court her, 

Who was oft heard to remark — 
Will you be mine? etc. 

4. 
Uncle all his griefs revealed. 

And While cursing he who’d got her, 
Saw them flying through a field, 

Making for another home, 
Men appeared who’d been concealed, 

Raised their guns, and fired and shot her 
No not she = they wounded he, 

Whose just desert had timely come. 
Uncle shortly died of sorrow, 

She to Salt Lake City fled, 
He the traitor, till the morrow 

Lived to own ’twas he who said — 
Will you be mine? etc. 

Banjo 
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Valse. 

Say, boys! don’t you think you are 
Par too slow for anything, far too slow for anything? 
Say, hoys! ain’t each pretty dear 
Ready to do anything? 
Single hoys,taste the joys 
That marriage always brings; 
For the parson search, take your girls to church 
And on their fingers place the marriage rings. 

Chorus-. Oh the girls,oh!the girls &c. 

Banjo 



FAIR SHINES THE MOON 
from Rigoletto. 

VERDI. 

1. Fair shines the moon to.night, Out from her cloudless height, 
2. Why should such tones de.cay And fleet, ly pass a.way? 

EiWv—Vfcl 

And mra.ny a la. dybright To mus.ic is list.’nir 
Hark to that round_e_lay and mus.ic so cheerin 

Come,love,and roamwithme, 
Such love .ly me _ lo.dy, 

Far o’er the sparkling sea, While beaming down on thee Y Bright stars are glist.nihg. 
Bcluoedfar oer Ihe s?a > k Night slumbers can.not be To me more en . dear, ing. 

Ply the oar lightly, Steer,boat_man, rightly, Where the Halls night . lv 
Uur way now re _ tracing, homeward re . joic.ing;Re . pose soon em . brae 

I^ss ss « 

ri . val the day, 
Hail! dear.est Home, 

Ri . val the day, 
Hail! dear.est Home, 

E 
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ONLY A LOCK OF HAIR. 
C. MELNOTTE. 

ggy m;v± -i 

4. On. ly a lock of hair giv.en tome 
2. On . lv a lock of hair, Out oh! how dear, 

’IT" i 
; When but achild Yon? dearmothersknee.lt re. 

I ve watered it fondly with nia_ ny a tear! When 

■ mmggmt iEltWlaijgg——.—— —|Mr 

fan.cy 
now, e 

infan.cv I she her to-day, As she knelt bymy bed_sideandtaiightmetopray. rl 
yen now thoughyearsandyears have pass’d,I can see her sweet look as she smiled on me last, And 

oft think I hear the sweet words that she said, And a treasurethis dear lock of hair nowshe’sdead. 
fan. cy Im seat, ed once more hy her side, My own darling Mother,my blessing,my pride. 

■ ■ I 
l&MM 



b4 APPENDIX. 
Collection of pretty pieces,especially arranged for this Tutor by Frank B. Converse. 
RemarksIn this collection the rules of fingering deviate from the previous instructions. All 

figures placed above the notes refer to the fingers of the left hand; all figures below, refer to 
the fingers of the right hand. There is no difference made in the numerals, whether playing 
in the Guitar or Banjo Style; for example, the dots .•>. indicating the fingers in the Guitar Style, 
are here marked 1. 2.3. The fifth string, previously marked is here simply indicated by the 
sign for the thumb(x.) The glide refers to the previous B-",l the B for Barre, etc. 
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DOLCE FAB NIENTE WALTZ. 

Tune the 4th string to B. FRANK B. CONVERSE. 

in« j * I * j j 1 * j j 1 *.j j 1^ j * U «i Jlj^ 
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COLEMAN EDUCATION 

OTTO LANGEY FAMOUS SELF II 
FOR ALL BAND AND ORCHESTRAL I 

Each book in itself is a complete and practical school for the instrument, g'-i 
hint and practical suggestion according to the most scientific p*i 

while the explanations and examples are couched in i 
lucid and comprehensive language so as to 

serve as a real self instructor. , 

Each book contains a wealth of theoretical material, scales, diagrams, full instructions how to hold the ins', 
to pruduce a tone correctly, exercises, solos, duets etc. Eclich book is a tull and 

complete, and positively practical self-instructor. \ 
IF YOU WISH TO TAKE UP THE STUDY OF ANOTHER INSTRUMENT, THEN GET A LANGEY INSTRUCTOR A 

ASK FOR “COLEMAN” EDITION! 

DRUM 
MANDOLIN 
GUITAR 
ZITHER 
PIANO 
BANJO 

PRICE, ( with Cloth Backs ) ONE DOLtAR EACH 

VIOLIN CLARINET VALVE TROMBONE (T[fje) 

VIOLA FRENCH HORN SLIDE TROMBONE (gjjf) 

VIOLONCELLO CORNET SL IDE TR0MB0N E (Tctf) 

STRING BASS Eb ALTO BARITONE Tg?) 

PICCOLO Bb TENOR BARITONE (Tg$jV 

FLUTE VALVE TROMBONE (gj) Eb BASS 
. 

SOUSA’S 

NATIONAL, PATRIOTIC 

££lral Airs of All Nations 
A Collection which should be in the hands 

of Every Musician 

CONTAINING THE AIRS OF 

Abyssinia (3) 
Afghanistan 
Apache Indians 
Arabia (2) 
Argentine Republic 
Armenia (2) 
Austria (2) 
Bavaria (2) 
Belgium 
Bengal 

Berar . 
Bolien. a 
Bolivia 
Bosnia 
Brazil 
Bulgaria 
Burmah 
Canada 
Carinthia 
Carniola 
Cashmere 
Celebes Islands 
Chili 
China (3) 
Croatia 
Costa Rica 
Cuba (3) 
Daiecarlia 
Dalmatia 
Denmark 

Ecuador 
Egypt 
Fiji Islands 
Finland 
France 
German Empire (2) 
Great Britain and 

Irel“"d -;2) 
Greece (2) 
Guatemala 
Hawaii 
Hindoostan 
Holland (2) 
Hungary 
Ireland (3) 
Italy (3) 
Java (3) 
Lapland 
Malta 
Mexico 
Norway (2) 
Nukahivah 
Persia 
Peru 
Pfalz 
Poland 
Polynesia 
Portugal 
Prussia (2) 

Roumania 
Russia (3) 
Salsburg 
Salvador 
Samoa 
San Marino 
Saxony 

Schiesvvg Holstein 
Scotland 
Servia (2) 
Siam (2) 
Spain (2) 
Styria 
Sweden (2) 
Switzerland (2) 
Traman 
Turkey (3) 
Tyrol 
United States of 

America (12) 
Uruguay 
Vancouver Indians 
Venezuela 
Wales 
Waldeek 
Wallachia 
Wurtemberg 
Zamboanga 
Zanzibar 

Rome 

Price: Vocal and Piano, (283 Pages) Cloth, $ 1 -SO Net 

Full Band $8.00 Net. Leather Bound $12.00 Net 

Single Books SOc. Each. “ “ 75c. Each 

R. B. HALL’S 
BAND BOOK 

The greatest band book ever published. 
Containing 15 of this peerless 

March writer’s be^t 
numbers. 

No Band can afford to he without this 
Prize Collection of Marches 

CONTENTS 

Second Regiment M. P. 

Dunlap Commandery 

American Cadet 

Independentia 

Col. Fitch 

S. I. B. A. March 

Fort Popham 
March 

Greeting to Bangor 

Tenth Regiment 

Hamlin Rifles 

Albanian 

W. M. B. March 

Norembega 

Col. Philbrook 
'unebre 

PUBLISHED FOR FULL MILITARY BAND 

PRICE EACH BOOK 25c. NET 

ANY 14 BOOKS $3.00 ANY 29 BOOKS, $4 00 

CARL FISCHER, Cooper Square, NEW YORK. 
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